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SEGULA Success Story
“We are very pleased with Altair’s SAO system. It enables us to
supervise the different software tools and their usage, to guide
our users toward efficient software usage, and provides detailed
information on given activities to enable better decision-making,”
Christophe Guilloteau
Manager IT for calculation software
SEGULA Technologies
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What is software asset
optimization (SAO)?

After looking at several solutions within a

SAO enables IT and management teams

Altair for many years and are heavy users of

SAO implementation process
Data Collection:
•
There is one Engine, one MySQL databas
and one HiQube App Server installed in
the system.
•
Agents send data packets to a directory on
the network accessible to the engine at
pre-configured frequency.
•
The Engine is launched at pre-configured
frequency and retrieves the data sent by
various agents.
•
The Engine parses this data and uploads it
into the MySQL database.
•
HiQube imports data incrementally from
the MySQL database into various Qubes
designed for different types of reports and
analysis
•
HiQube reports are accessed by end users
through a web portal.
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How does SAO work?
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About Altair
Altair is focused on the development and broad application of
simulation technology to synthesize and optimize designs, processes
and decisions for improved business performance. Privately held with
more than 2,000 employees, Altair is headquartered in Troy, Michigan,
USA and operates more than 40 offices throughout 20 countries.
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Today, Altair serves more than 5,000 corporate clients across broad
industry segments. To learn more, please visit www.altair.com.

at www.altairhyperworks.com

About Software Asset Optimization
For Bottom-line Growth
Altair’s “Software Asset Optimization” solutions (SAO) enable
visualization and analysis of global software inventories and utilization
rates across facilities, divisions, departments, projects and users.
Having deep domain expertise in business analytics, software licensing
systems and high performance computing, Altair’s SAO solutions are
tailored specifically to the unique needs and requirements of each
organization. Powered by Altair’s HiQube business analytics platform,
on-demand analytics and interactive dashboards provide enterprisewide visibility and deeper insight to aid in software procurement
decision making and right-sizing software investments.
www.hiqube.com
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